
11 - Are there any features not listed above which you would dream of in this ideal HEP information system?
   Centralization (one single portal to all the information) is a good idea for creation and 
maintenance of the unique metadata system.
for "all the information", but it will be hard to realize it without possibility to have mirrored and 
timely synchronized portals in different regions with possibility to use searching robots to 
analyze the contents and performance of the information resource. 
   The  net of mirrored portals seems will be very 
useful for collaborative maintenance and development of the 
metadata system, and user friendliness of interfaces. Moreover the net of mirrored portals 
(with "all the information" storred in the local servers of the net) will give us possibility to 
have the multiple factor of relability agains catastrophic failures.
 - Linked presentation of conference slides.
 - Recommendation of articles selected by some independent referee(s).
- Acces to full-text papers from before 1991. Historical papers, etc

- Solution to author's name confussion. I hate when I look for an author and I you have say.. 
Witten, E; Witten, Ed; Witten, Edward; etc.
- Automatic email for new citations?
- Automatic email for new papers which should cite your own but don't :-)
- Automatic letter to the authors of such papers...
- better inclusion of published monographs and books
- better access to the 'historical' section (containing 'old' papers, preprints, books ...)
- easy access to eps files of individual figures
- search engine for fulltext of books

 I consider the following features could be useful:
1) Incorporating all the serivices furnished by SPIRES  
2)  Imporving the citation systems for helping the author
to follows in real time the interest in their work. Something similar to wath is being done in 
the arXiv as informing the number o entering in the preprint page.
3) For helping the researchers  of developong countries, it could be helpful to reference the 
web pages of authors where full copies of the text could be requested to the authors. This 
perhaps could be done in agreement with the copyright rules.  
 Make it easy for me to put my slides somewhere right before I give a talk so others can view 
them *during* my talk. 

Also: "conference proceeding" should be self-generating by user submissions with minial extra 
work by the conference organizers.  We tried this on the arxiv for the "Davis Meeting on 
Cosmic Inflation" but the arxiv was not really set up for that. 
 More ancillaries, web pages, etc.
 My ideal  HEP information system is the arXiv, except with the search tool identical to spires.

 Universality, it's the key point
 It's really important that I canaccess the articles I need from home and not only from 



 Yes: an automated artificial intelligence
   answering  on line and offering  on line friendly
   response on subjects..learning and growing with authors...Keeping care of priority..
   Building up papers with the author...

  Some how a Wilkipedia..
.but Alive and changing in time..and honest in
 giving reference on contribute...

   Some critical attitude in automated form.

Availability of any scientific document, full text, however old. 

... consumer friendliness

add mathematica document, source code, interactive graphics,

INCLUDE PDF KEYWORDS! like mp3 files and itunes. Everyone amasses nowadays 1000s of 
PDFs on their computers. If could have an ITUNES like interface to access this mess that 
would be perfect.

mp3 tags VS directory structure

PDF tags (author, title, keyword,date,journal) vs ??

Direct brain interface.

Good and complete citation analysis.

Here's a dream ... an "adaptive" submission interface ... a type of artifical intelligence or 
expert system that would gently (...and quickly...) guide the author through the submission 
process.  The whole submission package would only be submitted for on-line review after the 
authors (...and expert system...) were satistifed that the work was complete.  I'm thinking, by 
analogy, of the most friendly and comprehensive of web authoring tools, but here devoted to 
the construction and publication of a complete scientific document ready for peer review.
"Centralization"?  Haven't you guys heard of Web 2.0?
1.  A ranking system
2.  Easy access to longer reviews or even e-books on subjects.



1. availability of offline features, similar to the recent BitTorrent versions of full parts of the 
arXiv system, that could be updated periodically.

2. Improved RSS feed and email features would be very helpful. 

3. It would also be nice if LaTeX tokens that usually appear in titles and abstracts could be 
replaced by actual formulae.

4. An organised collection of lecture notes and articles of an introductory type, catagorized 
into different fields of research and their subfields, that would allow an access and search, 
similar to the philosophy of MIT's Net Advance Of Physics.
1. Categorization of the material in much finer subject classes for search purposes only. e.g 
hep-th should be divided into subjects such as AdS/CFT, M-theory, supergravity, 
phenomenology, string perturbation theory, string field theory, supersymmetric gauge theories 
and so on. Then it must be compulsory that every article submitted to the arXiv comes with up 
to 3 keywords which associate it with these subject classes with a percentage showing the 
relevance (like in JHEP). One should then be able to access in one screen ALL articles in the 
subject, say, AdS/CFT in reverse chronological order and in different colors for different 
percentage of relevance. It would of course be desirable that this classification is extended 
backwards to all articles since '92. 

2. The possibility of fuzzy searches (like google) but WHITHIN the arXiv.

3. The possibility to have a personal arXiv portal, like MyGoogle, where one can  subscribe to 
A better coverage of citations
A better explanation of how to make sure that references are taken fully and accurately from 
preprints and articles.  For example, the correct reference for CQG is Class. Quantum Grav. 
but many authors use Class.Quant.Grav. which is how the journal appears in Spires.  I often 
see references from papers missed in Spires and wonder if this is the reason, but have not 
been able to get verification of this.  I think it is a problem which could easily be corrected 
with just a little bit of correct information being widley disseminated.  Could that happen?

I would like an easier interface for finding Codens.
A charming naked female guide to assist me with my search.
A clear indexing of what is in the CDS system and a compact reference list of the archives. 
a coverage of all disciplines in physics, ranging from biophysics to string-theory (ideally also 
including biology, chemistry and mathematics), by one accurate and user-friendly search 
engine like Spires. The reason is that in the development of new ideas one often scans 
through papers which are relevant but outside one's own field. For instance, in my case being 
a string-theorist, I found it particularly fruitful to also quickly check out papers from solid state 
A custumizable LATEX button, to avoid spend hours of editing each year for my activity report.
A fast content preview system such that you can really look at the content of several 
documents at once on the same web page (i.e. no need to click on a link, then go back to click 
on another, then go back and click on another, etc. rather just hover over a preview utility and 
A forum to express views, e.g. on the contents of an article or book or whatsoever would be 
A mean to find out of several papers from similar authors on the same subject which one is 
the one to read, and which ones are summaries, or small extensions, or rewritings. Would 
need a way to sort of quantify the distance between two articles.
a possible chat channel - which can be used for low speed connected discussions



A quicker way to put together bibtex files from the spires refs would be useful. You'd have to 
interface the latex document with spires though, and you'd also have to have some consistent 
scheme for labelling citations in your tex file (as SPIRES Seems to have at the moment e.g. 
A real service of citation analysis, since already now such systems are institutionally used for 
work and, more important, for offering jobs.
A refined fulltext search, like the one arXiv has in beta. This is extremely useful, and it would 
be nice to see it develop even more.
A section of collection of reviews which spires already have. But it is not updated and there 
should be ways to indicate which of them are the mose useful ones(may be a system of 
putting starts?) and even user comments(which may also include errata). 

The system of putting errata(by readers) should also be there with published/unpublished 
papers as sometimes authors do not want to write erratum. So for each paper one may link a 
forum where useful informations can be found which will be posted by the readers and 
A system which gives access to full text for all existing papers. 
a talk video database (an HEP youtube:) ??)

a database application for Mac/Windows/Linux (Arxiv iTunes? )
A tool that searches for a specific equation or formula in fulltext.
A useful search engine which goes by topics, i.e. where keywords pick out the relevant 
introductory articles - not as SPIRES does today (it seems to have listed a few papers where 
authors gave the keywords themselves. Otherwise I can't see any connection between 
A weekly alert of all the new preprints and publications in certain predefined (but rather 
general) fields, sent by email, in a compact form (html), with the title, first few authors, with a 
hidden link to a page with the abstract and a link to the PDF file, similar to what exists today 
in the arXiv monthly listings.
I would select, for instance, the fields hep-ph, hep-ex, nucl-th, nucl-ex, fermilab preprints, 
CERN-PH preprints, physics letters B, physics reports, phys rev D, phys rev C, phys rev lett, 
euro phys j C, jhep, jinst, nim A.  Ideally, each "field" would be a different email alert, to 
facilitate formattings specific of each publication.  For instance, I want to immediately delete 
most of the mails with the phys rep alerts while the alerts with hep-ph lists might be worth 
keeping for a longer time... since they may have a few interesting papers. Today, I already get 
a) Ideally, an automatic bibtex retrieval system. I would like to have an add-on for bibtex 
mode of emacs that would allow me to search net catalogues for a citation and add that to my 
bib file for an article that I am writing.

b) A collaborative on-line text editor that uses TeX but allows multiple users working on the 
same document and takes care of stuff associated with different journals, pacs codes, etc.  
Something like google docs but for latex/bibtex with button "submit to arxiv", "submit to 
PRD", etc below. 
Abolishment of useless references (e.g. conference proceedings)
Absolutely not.  I like clean and simple.
Access to "contact" author (and their webpage) in case of publication by a large collaboration.   
Access to all relevant works including those predating the system and those outside of HEP.
access to articles published in Nucl Phys B, Phys Lett B, Commun Math Phys etc  before 1991, 
but since this is copyright protected and since my institution does 
not subscribe to these journals, I suspect that is impossible
access to better classified information
Access to books.
access to data in figures and tables
access to download full published papers or equivalent



Access to full documents for old papers (scanning)
access to full document for recent issues.
copyleft for all scientific communications
Access to full text articles without needing subscription to journals.
Access to full text for any paper ever published.

Possibility to include 3-dimensional plots and be able to rotate,etc them when viewing them.
Access to full text of all articles about HEP 
Access to full text of all articles going back to 19th century, and also the text of most books, 
monographs, etc. 
Access to full text of articles in journals (such as older articles in Nuclear Physics) that 
currently charge an arm and a leg for them. I am currently boycotting all such journals and 
encouraging my colleagues to do the same. I recognize that this is a problem with the journals 
and not an information system, but I would suggest that if such a system was set up, every 
opportunity should be used to pressure these journals to make their content freely available to 
everyone. Especially in the case of articles published in the past, they have *already* earned 
their money on them, and they should stop being a hindrance to the progress of physics!

Well, you asked me to "dream"...
Access to full text of published articles, hyperlinked via references list from each publication! 
Not likely to happen, I imagine.

Altering service with enough intelligence to do the job without spamming me...
access to mathematics papers.
access to old (>30-40 yr) articles
Access to posible code or code fragments which could accumpany a plot or equation (or set of 
equations). This would make it easier to translate one authors results to a different authors 
paper without making many errors. 
Access to primary data
access to rapid electronic publications on ideas and discoveries

access to community opinion resources and wikipedia articles
Access to software used in the construction of scientific publications. For example it would be 
useful to have a central software database where the software files used in various 
publications could be accessed by the community. Such files could be based on Mathematica, 
IDL, C, FORTRAN, Maple etc. Some authors already offer public access to their files but this is 
accuracy and comleteness of information
Accurate author information for papers coming from large collborations. So far this was done 
"by hand" in most of the cases and prone to mistakes. There should be dynamic interface that 
takes collaboration author list snapshot at the submission time and stores it in the database. 
With collaborations 2000+ strong, this really has to be automatic.
Accurate citations of an article.
Accurate full-text search
Actually, I am sceptical of the concept of an ideal HEP information system - likely, we will 
develop different tools for different uses.
Advanced programmatic interface (see previous answers).  While being able to write raw 
limited SQL (or whatever the query language used is) is likely out of the question, it would be 
nice to have more programmatic interface to customize fields returned, batch result sets, etc. 
etc.
Agreement of references of proceedings volumes in SPIRES with the systems of the various 
libraries.
All article should be full text accessable



All future, present and past papers available for free!
But this is not the responsibility of arXiv nor Spires.
All in one place, all journals and conf. proceedings available, digital libraries of data and plots, 
personal bookmarks and libraries with a user friendly system to handle and share, the system 
that provides the references in the required format.
All references in documents (whatever the format ps, pdf, html,...) should be linked to this 
document.  

All documents citing a selected document should be listed.
almost all robot-based recommendations churn out lists of things of little interest, in my 
Although the centralization in one single portal is not important to me, it would be important 
to update information in a portal by comparing with the same kind of information in the others 
(for example, the citations of a paper are different from portal to portal).
An email account. 
An ideal HEP information system should contain as many (older) documents, internal notes, 
internal reports, etc. as possible, because a lot of information (especially in accelerator 
physics) was 'published' in internal documents, which are sometimes hard to get.
answers to questions
Any paper accepted by a journal will be accessible for free via an information system
Apply rating system to each article: e.g. How useful the users find the article etc.
Also possibility to write a comment on the article to express an opinion on the subject in the 
paper. 
Give a links to the search results in other searching systems. e.g. If I look for the paper in 
CDS, have a possibility following the link get the results from SPIRES or arXiv without entering 
search keywords again. 
article ranking by readers and associated statistics
artificial intelligence software which would find exactly what i want in absolutely no time with 
full access to text (you did say "dream").
artificial intelligent assistant
arXiv should take figures in .pdf format linked to TeX papers.

I think that we could have a more clever system of searching for a paper that is "connected" 
by title, citations, references, ... to a given paper.
As bandwidth increases and harddrives grow, it would be nice to see more options for 
downloading entire chunks of archived materials (all papers with some criteria, say, all papers 
on X, or all papers published on Y) to my own machine for easy access, indexing, ...
As I mentioned above I wish that arXiv become an interactive interface between authors and 
the rest of the community. A comment about centralisation mentioned about. It is a good idea 
but engough care should be put on the interface and classification of material and subjects 
As mentioned above: please consider including a tool that allows comments/reviews to papers 
and a ranking, maybe similar as at amazon.com. The problem is the following. If you are new 
in a field, it's almost impossible to find the most important basic papers, or review articles 
without knowing the persons who are working in that field. Also, it is getting increasingly 
annoying that people lead this communication by posting articles of the form 'comment to' or 
'reply to comment to comment'. Some of these exchanges are now lead on blogs, but this 
associative search - as in Google advertising but with a different intention.
Attention "Centralisation" is nice if it works, but it must be avoided that a central system - in 
the one or other way - leads to information preselection ("census").
automatic content delivery system - i would like to get (almost) all  new works in some field 
(keywords or something) automatically
Avoidance of author posting privilege control by a dominant paradigm
better connection to publications in mathematics
better search engine, all texts available



Better textual classification of papers - similar to searching of web pages.  That way oddities in 
titles or abstracts would not hide important papers.  For example, a search through the full 
text that weights topics as more impotrant if the appear in teh introduction of conclusion.
Bibliographic output with LaTeX interpretation.

Grouping of related articles in multidimensional space.

Unique identification of authors.

Connection to information outside the e-prints/articles themselves. On terms used, people, 
career flow, professor-student links, etc.

Having an HEP on-line multi-authored text book.
Bibliography tools.  SLAC is doing a pretty good job of this already.
Bibtex citation download.
bibtex of equivalent citation handling system that covers a wide range of science subjects 
(similar to what is offered by SPIRES)

Electronic links to references in articles that can be used directly, where possible the link 
should be made to a publicly accessibal version of the paper, too.
Browsing articles with a web browser, i.e. as MathML, not having to download a PDF or PS!
By far the most important feature is freedom to access the information. The cost should be at 
a non-profit level for administrative purposes only, shared by all institutions with a weight 
proportional to their available funds. The scientific community should contribute in this 
direction (doing the editorial work, the refereeing, and submit articles in a publishable 
electronic form).

Articles in printed form, if desired, can be provided by external private companies and/or 
Can it learn my taste and interest and hence recommend only what I need to read from the 
long list of eprints?
Categorisation of articles by whether they contain original material, review material or lecture 
notes, to make it easy to find material on a topic at an appropriate level for me.
Centralisation and full-text access
Centralisation and recommendation of articles or preprints of potential interest
Centralized job posting and application (+ references) submission system might be an idea 
that could make a difference. Current solutions are not comprehensive enough.

Announcements for conferences, schools etc. could appear along new arXiv entries, so that 
important HEP news of various types can be accessed in one place.

Inclusion of authoring and, especially, collaborative features (simple SVN server for a start) is 
an interesting possibility, but could raise questions about privacy.

Traditional classification of content based on categories and keywords is helpful, but in practice 
difficult and ambiguous; more advanced, Google-like analysis methods often give useful 
search results.

For people entering a given field, commented "reading lists" for different specialized topics and 
maintained by volunteers at a central site (designated blog-like space?) might be very helpful.

Personalization could involve creating user's own annotated bibliographies (organized in an 
Citation analysis with the posiblity to take out self-citations



Citation and download statistics (one that is more complete than citebase) Ability to search in 
full textbook, searching numbers and symbols, even in equation format.
citations that include all of physics subjects. Again as i wrote above for example: if a paper in 
theoretical high energy physics is cited by authors in condensed matter physics it will not 
appear on Spires but will appear on Google Scholer
Collaboration with tools like "wikipedia" : inclusion of a new word/subject about which 
authoritative persons in HEP have proposed valuable/refereed articles in "Wikipedia" or the 
like.
This would help interdisciplinarity of culture (in my humble opinion !).

Combination of a Print - Preprint - Conference record as ONE entry in the DB.

Standard citation calculation (inclusion of preprint citations)
combination/classification of theory, experiment, experiment hardware (detectors, control) 
Commenting (world-readable) on preprints, discussion forum.
Communication / discussion possibilities with the fellow authors
Complete accessibility to all texts unlimited in the past hundred years
continuation of supportive toleration of retired persoms
Cusmtomizable user interface
Enhanced Citation analysis tools that allow complicated queries

data streams of hep exps. or animation. multimedia.
Decent (googlesque) full-text search facility
Direct transfer of paper to brain, omitting pdf download + (maybe) printing step :).
Discussion of results.
do not think so
downloaded times which reflect how many people read an article
earmarking 'simple' or lecture type publications mainly for the use of students.

possible inclusion of user ratings i.e. for papers which aim to educate students or introduce a 
subject, how useful did other students find it.
easier access to very old material; easier access to thesis via spires
Easy access and procedure for submission, ease of procedure for registration as author.
Easy access to contact information for authors of a given paper, to email them, typically. 
Emphasis on whether a paper has been peer reviewed/published in a journal or not (but that 
is already there). I approve of a preliminary screening process to "allow" papers on the arXiv.

Perhaps introduce an author tag (other than name) to disentangle authors of the same name, 
and include the same author with different names/spelling/initials. 
Easy access to reviews (if they exist) of any of the topics discussed in the paper.
easy interface for finding and submitting articles
Easy to make `references` pages of my LaTeX draft
Efficient search engines
electronic availability of all Dubna preprints
Mathematica or Wikipedia like tools for physics

Email alert on especially relevant articles to me (maybe once or twice a week).
"Watch" for specific author names or key-words (personalization).
"Auto-watch": suggest similar articles to the ones I like to click on to open them.
I want to be notified when one of my papers is cited (or one of the papers I want to put a 



E-mail alerts about new publications of given authors would be important for me. Now I spend 
much attention to find the names interesting for me in the daily arXiv messages containing the 
lists of ALL new publications in given subject classifications.
Email notification every time there's a new citation to a given paper.
Email/RSS updates when articles are cited or updated.
e-mails of authors, withdrawn papers should be removable by the authors.

Even if centralization would be great, it is to my point of view of utmost importance to 
separate preprints from published articles, else one will be overwelmed by low quality 
Everything else!

I don't understand the focus on multimedia.  Just give me a paper.  Just please let me read it 
in gv as postscript, not PDF.  But also make it available in PDF for the weirdoes who like the 
overly bloated and unusabe Adobe Acrobat Reader.
Extraction of high quality figures, tables and formulas for reuse in
latex, word, powerpoint.
Figures made available in various graphica formats (vector graphics)...

This is the most important single issue.
fast keyword search in the documents themselves
Faster SPIRES speed!
Ffree access to all old journals
flexible input syntax allowed, intelligent a la google (trying to guess what user means). 
Example: if I search on titel and type John Smith, that it decides that I meant an author 
search. Returning a question for verification is fine, but also give the answer to what was 
For example, we soon make use iphone from Mac. Such a handy type tool will be popular, so 
we will desire directly to get information even in an outdoor  experiment field or experimental 
for fields well outside my expertise: a reliability index (I am a dreamer...)
For some research, it would sometimes be great to have a link to conferences
[more and more conferences put the talks accessible from the conference web page].
free  books  or liberary to use books free 

some standard courses for students and researches to calculate  decay rates , crossections 
etc, and detailed examples

some good softwares and examples to use them
free access to all journals via spires or cern for active researchers in the
field.
Free access to all past and present publications
free access to all published papers
free access to full text
free access to full text
full liks to condensed matter physics and astrophysics



Free access to published articles; 

as low a (Institutional) price  as 
possible for the journals (paper as well as electronic versions); 

strange (and disgusting, to my taste) policies of Elsevier and quite 
a few other publishing establishments -- they force each of the Institutes  in my country to 
subscribe to all the journals they publish even when  individual Insts want only a few of them 
etc. etc. 

I'd love to see some rational and reasonable order re journals and 
Free access to published papers. Now I have to use the university network.
free accessibility 
free and open
Free full-text access to everything, automated keyword tagging by content
Free information.
Free or almost-free scientific publishing. 

Indeed the word "publishing" is not appropriate for journals anymore, since publishing 
happens first in archives, at least in HEP.
Free submision without obstacles
Full accesibility at a low cost
Full availability of full-text papers.
Full coverage of old articles (<1992) with access to scanned text
Full text
full text access to books, full text access to older publications
full text availability of all articles, including older ones 
Full text links for every paper, configurable to availability by institution (i.e. if university A has 
access to an article on site C, but not on site B, the search would link to site C).  Full text 
searching of each indexed article, regex searching, and other advanced search techniques.
Full text search of articles would be nice.
Full text search of older articles
General organisation in something like a flow chart to step down through the experiments, and 
then down through the analysis group areas to be able to browse down into a specific topic, 
but also view in the tree all around the related papers.
good keyword search
good multiple keyword search
grant free online access to Nuclear Physics B back to the 1970s.
h value more visible

ability to compare scientific production of any two guys, and one guy with all the others in the 
same institution 
http://mekentosj.com/papers/ - an example of an excellent research client application. 

Support this sort of thing (adopting one of the common APIs like the PubMed backend), for 
the reasons mentioned in response 9b. This reduces server load, increases research speed and 
flexibility, and reduces both printing and repeated downloads of papers. A client app on a 
laptop or other future mobile device will be a real boon, replacing an archive of printed papers 
in many cases. Disclosure - I have nothing to do with mekentosj - I just wish there were some 
way I could plug into a good papers database like the NIH seems to be able to do.



I am not sure what "collaborative" and "authoring" tools mean.

Missing: open access publishing policy, world-wide and for all sciences!!
Without that, any search engine will give unsatisfactory results.
I am satisfied with the status quo,
except perhaps that SPIRES could
include more information about
old articles, and that database systems
such as HEPDATA could be expanded.

I am very concerned with the dilemma inherent in one single portal and the accompanying 
monopolies this embodies.   I do not know how one can build in some checks and balances, or 
something to insure misuses of the single portal.
I did not understand all the items above. 
I do approuve
I don't see much that I know I need in addition to what SPIRES already offers.
I don't understand what is meant by "collaborative tools".  And what is meant by "authoring 
tools"?  Do you mean do I want you to give me some sort of GUI so that I don't need to know 
LaTeX?

I dream that all books and preprints be accessible through the web.
I expect automatic translations from non-english languages

Power point presentations to be readable via web interface
I expect that Web 2.0-based systems, blogs and wikis in particular, will be more used as a 
research tool. A good improvement for any of the systems above would be to implement some 
sort of tool to get users preferences of HEP-related blogs in some kind of raking with links, 
I find the "centralisation" more dangerous than appropriate.

I would like to have more access to old papers than technical improvements.

I have no dreams, I use what I get. Surprise me!
I have no idea.
I have not really though enough to answer the above to questions, or this one.
I hope some sort of format standardizaion will be agreed upon, so that one does not need lots 
of applications to read the various current formats.
I just want to emphasize the access to data will be very important.
I like storing particularly useful papers on my laptop (mac), and the package I especially like 
is BibDesk (which is a graphical interface to bibtex data; but allows one to tag, sort, annotate, 
and link papers very conveniently, and it can automatically populate the fields using SPIRES 
data).  It would however be nice if there were a bit more streamlined interface with SPIRES or 
I like the Spires BibTex generation. 

It would be nice to integrate Spires/arXive with the Durham Data dabase so we have an easy 
link to the data table and raw data. 
(In particular, there are some experiments where it is VERY HARD to find the data webpage--
even after I've been there once or twice.)



I only indicated one item as important.
Actually, it is not very difficult to obtain the data from postscript figures and a lot faster and 
more accurate than
what I managed to get directly from the authors. 
The reason is that postscript is readable.
But, it would be better if "accurate" and "honest" tables were available. My experience is that 
the tables which I get from
the experimental collaborations do not agree 100 percent
with the published figures they claim to represent.
So, either there is confusion in the published material,
or in the tables they distribute!

I quite happy with the tool as it is.
I strongly hope that there will still be a variety of systems.  Monopoly of information system is 
the worst scenario.
I think it would be great to design some sort of participative system directly on arXiv. There 
are now "trackbacks" to blogs, which I think are interesting, but rather "elitists" in the sense 
that only people with blogs can in fact comment directly on articles. A more "democratic" way 
would perhaps be to allow some sort of discussion forums attach to the articles; on publication 
on arXiv the authors would have the choice whether they want to allow comments and 
discussions or not, i.e. they could choose whether to activate the forum attached to their 
paper. I think this would be an interesting collaborative tool to stimulate research and 
discussion. Obviously measures against spam and crackpots would need to be taken to keep 
the discussion at a certain scientific level.

I think that given all the available computing power that exists today, it should be possible to 
create an expert system that "understands" physics at some level. This system could take the 
data from the preprints and use that to answer questions from users.

E.g. you could ask the expert system about the experimental/observational constraints on he 
axion mass. The expert system will then look at all the articles on axion searches and on 
astrophysical constraints on axions, interpret the the different exclusion plots and then 
compile an exclusion plot based on all this information itself while giving all the references it 
I think that speed is one of the major concerns. I think that many of these features mentioned 
above sound very interesting and perhaps useful, but I would hesitate if the inclusion of 
features that I would seldom use made it much slower to do the things I do many times a day.
I think the system should in principle be open to anyone. I do not like the current 
endorsement system, although I understand the necessity. I hope someone will come up with 
a solution for keeping the information system open while preventing malicious or inappropriate 
I think, apart from citations, if there is any additional index or rather a " recommendation 
index" of a new paper appearing on arXiv by another senior scientist, mentioning that a 
particular paper might have very interesting consequences in the future, would be useful. This 
kind of information would be extremely useful to a beginning research scholar, especially those 
in remote and third world countries, who do not have a research group to discuss or adequate 
experts in their departments to know that a particular paper has chances of becoming a 
famous paper. I am sure experts would easily recognize that a particular paper would be 
famous and then they start working on that paper, but, it is not easy for non-experts and 
beginners to realize this. This i think would be an important innovative tool, if added to arXive 
I use CiteULike also right now -- very convenient way to bookmark scientific articles i like, and 
keep a reference independent of the machine i'm on.  hopefull it can merge with the arxiv 
eventually, or at least be somehow interleaved with it.
I want to have links to full text versions of the papers for all papers.  The current lack of full 
text for many papers is annoying.



I will reiterate.  A daily updated system that had

general field/subfield/keyword(optional) 

classification would be nice.   
I would add service of summarizing quarterly and annualy, say the list of the articles getting 
most of citations annualy.

I would dream to find easily also the text of old articles
I would like it to include much more reference books. Maybe one should even dream of having 
the list of chapters and subs...

I would like that the searching engines with keywords improve. Currently I am frequently in 
the case that if I write a generic keyword I get many articles that are not related with what I 
am searching for. If I write more than one keyword sometimes I get empty queues. I find it a 
bit difficult to specify more what I am really searching for.
I would like the affiliation of the authors to be recorded more accurately, so that one could do 
an accurate search for papers by members of a given research group. That way groups would 
not have to keep their own publication lists. 

There should also be a simple way to build custom user interfaces to the database. For 
instance, it should be possible to set up a page for searching papers by a given group.
I would like to have a link also to electronic libraries like Bibl.Nat. de France. I find it often 
illuminating to browse through Poincare' or Lagrange's books. A global library like Google is 
planning would be great. However  I'm afraid of all systems which are in the hands of few 
people. Hence it's good to have a unified portal, but the responsibility and control should be 
I would like to have free access to HEP papers before 1993 through the HEP information 
system. Particularly I would like a PDF format easily accesible.
I would say a very, very powerful, yet simple search engine which covers all the science fields, 
but also allows a personalisation, giving priority to your research fields. Some kind of mixture 
of scholar, spires and arxiv, and perhaps google.com.
I'd dream of a user-friendly interface that does not hurt eyes with zillions of small characters, 
is intuitive, fast, produces relevant results, and produces the bulk list of selected references in 
a set of standard formats (e.g. bibtex, latex, word, odt, html, plain text)
I'd like to be able to search for a result (say, B->pi0lnu) even if "B->pi0lnu" isn't in the 
article's title (say, if the title were "Semileptonic B decays to light hadrons")
I'd love to see some sort of reviews of particularly interesting or influential articles.  That is, if 
I find that I need to learn about a new research topic or subfield, I'd like to have easy access 
to an up to date list of the seminal articles on the topic, good recent review articles, a brief 
abstract of the topic as a whole, and perhaps some sort of overview of current trends in the 
field (with links to recent articles).  Ideally, individual articles would be tagged to show which 
broad areas they were related to, and there would be an easy way to trace connections 
between topics as well.  This sort of system would be an excellent reference and could even 
grow to become a new (and possibly even improved) form of peer review.

(A pipe dream, sure, but hey, you did say "ideal".)
Ideally, a public forum for papers could be useful for comments and discussions, rather than 
the current method of 'reply to a reply to a comment on ...' submissions. I could also imagine 
a classification system for 'new research', 'investigation', 'preliminary result', 'summary' tags 
to indicate which papers contain new information and which are simply summaries of old 
if figures are used in other publications, in particular in review articles, then it would be nice to 
have a direct reference/link to this review article.
If multimedia includes movies, none.



If we can find good texts for introduction of particluar area or subjects,it is a dream.
I'm not sure what you mean by 'personalisation'. Obviousdly I expect whatever interface I use 
to remember my settings from last time, or to at least allow the saving of searches. And it 
would be nice if the interface followed W3 standards. 
improved full-text search
Improvement in citation analysis. For instance, be able to have citations in time bins, or know 
which new citations I got in the last day or week.
In a broader sense, job applications could also be considered HEP information.
In addition to the preprint repository, which contains all submitted documents, there should be 
a peer-reviewed repository, which is maintained by volunteer physicists.  We already volunteer 
our time to peer-review articles for the publishing companies; in principle, this could be 
transferred to a non-profit system.  The difficulty starting such a thing would be to get 
everyone to trust a new system, so that committing the time to review and manage reviews 
(the role of the editor) would be worthwhile.  I think the arXiv has that potential, because HEP 
experimentalists (at least) already trust the content of the un-reviewed repository.  (It helps 
that the collaborations pre-screen their papers.)  Perhaps we could look to successful projects 
In astronomy the ADS claims to have copies of all papers in that subject
area more than two years old. This would be very useful in HEP as well.
In question 10, I don't know what you mean by authoring systems.  
I hope that the tools to create documents ( latex, word, powerpoint ... ) will remain 
independent of the document system.   This will allow independent development of these 
tools.

I really like arxiv's tool to write the document number on all documents.  That is missing in 
In SPIRES there is a problem of interference with large collaborations: if I search for a 
person's name, and a similar name happens to belong to a large collaboration I have trouble 
getting rid of the unwanted long list of papers.

It would be nice to know how much my papers were accessed

It would be nice to have a persoanl list of favorite papers for easy access, divided into 
categories.

Inclusion of moderated user feedback and/or discussion of papers.

Inclusion of new ideas that are excluded now. We need new ideas today.
Inclusion of older papers (as well as access to their full texts) in the database.
Inclusion, or exclusive publication of, computer codes (which might be included in the category 
'multiple documents' above, though).
Information should be free; It can supported by targeted ads.
Instead of a paper centric system (where it's really just a database of papers with fancy 
search), it would be nice to have an idea/topic centric information system.  Following the ideas 
of wikipedia/myspace, each idea in HEP would have its own page, with, for example: a brief 
outline of the idea, a list of the most recent review papers, a list of the latest cutting edge 
research in that area, a summary of experimental results, a list of people working in that area 
with links to their personal pages.  A persons personal page can be auto-generated to be just 
a list of their papers.  Personalisation would be easy: just set a list of all the topics you are 
interested in, and if the corresponding page is updated, you get an email (or a daily email with 
a list of updates).  It would be difficult to set up initially due to the large number of ideas, and 
integration with personal computer, store search results and material locally with a click
Interactive system to train an intelectual search engine and create scientific onthology by 
Interactive videoconferencing forms
It should be free for anyone to use.



It should be free of charge.
It should be free to all scientists who contribute to it and to students.
Not data analysis/ interpretation can be published without also publishing the raw data from 
It would be great to click on references online and be taken to the corresponding article.
it would be great to have an clearly visible sign at an arxiv preprint (or on spires) stating 
which version is the most recent one, e.g. wether

1. preprint is identical with published version
2. preprint is older than published version and contains errors that are corrected in the 
published version.
3. preprint contains corrections over the published version.

It would be nice if the coverage would be extended to *all* (meaning recent and *past*) 
works--published and non-published (like preprints and thesis).
It would be nice to be easily able to follow the 'paper trail'.

Citations/References linked to be a single click away inside of the article would be fantastic.

in an Ideal world this service should be open acess from anywhere and include peer-reviewed 
journals... obviously the journal accountants may disagree.
It would be wonderful to be able to click on or select text or pictures or table and have it 
immediately available to you in (and all options would be important) .ps, .pdf, and .tex form 
for insertion into a manuscript or power point or pdflatex file that you are working on.  Right 
now, one must get the source file, untar it and then go find the material or figure in question.  
This would be a tremendous feature for speeding things up.
it's at present a dream come true...

Just dreaming, but I like to save paper : I most often download articles, and often print them 
to annotate. If one could chose his prefered format (A4 vs letter) and margin size (preprints 
are way too loose for me -- margin size and interline space). I know I'm dreaming though !
Keep it SIMPLE to use.
link to or search for talks + documents
stored in conference management systems as
indico or cds. these systems contain a whole
universum of info but are not designed to be
documentation servers !
Link to other resources in the internet (e.g. authors' webpages). This is already achieved in 
some way by Google-type serach engines, but  a more systematic platform should be 
link to the matheatical review (if any) of papers in the hep system
Links to (publicly available) software used in articles.
Links to simulated data sets used in articles.
(These might not be as relevant/useful/do-able in HEP as in astrophysics).
links to commentary and reviews on articles
links to computing facilities and hep tools.
Links to full texts for all texts including older ones.
list and classification of people and institutions.
live selfajusting customizable classification system
local portfolio management i.e. iTunes for papers. I choose which papers to download (or even 
select a pod-cast like stream) and have those papers on my local disk where I can read them 
without a network connection when I'm on the bus or in the middle of a trans-atlantic flight.
Logical links between articles.  Kind of like expanding references to be supporting or in 
opposition, and being able to follow in both directions.
Make an interface that can be used in a stable way from a normal browser



make the  search as easy as possible.
i mean not have to click on 20 buttons before having a chance
to find what you look for.
that probably measn a generalistic approach, wi th a small number of levels (something  
inspired from google).

many, ask me
May be the second last one, that Recommendation of articles of potential interest
Maybe a visible cite tree?
More access to old paper like APS (e.g. Nuclear Physics B, Physcs Letters B,..) did at a 
reasonable price or free like the successful project related to communication in Math Phys. 
more detailed search mask, 
meaningful full text search, 
search including latex expressions
More FREE access to leading scientific journals; especially those published by the American 
More intelligent and efficient  tools for keyword's  search
more scanned pre-arxiv articles
More than recommendation: the whole refereeing system should take place online, print 
journals should be futile in the future. Instead referees should put their discussion of the 
paper online, and on top of ordinary references users should be able to rank a paper and write 
Most modern systems do not cover old articles. An ideal information system would cover the 
contents of all famous journals going back to their starting dates.

I would also love to have a database which contains something like flow diagrams showing 
how certain articles initiated further research. This should contain papers citing the original 
most of these things are already in HEP.

most physicists can't afford pocket devices.

I refereed 3 papers in the last month, how about paying me.
Move away from documents emulating paper (LaTeX, Word, PDF and similar inert formats) to 
truly electronic versions of scientific documents (e.g., the Mathematica notebook).  This would 
ensure that knowledge is transmitted rather than the present deluge of "information" most of 
which is never assimilated by human brains.
multi-language, not only English. such as including even Japanese. Local databases of each 
country are also unified in one system. 
Multimedia 
My field of interest is quite narrow. I'd like to be able to pick up quickly the few new abstract 
of interest to me (one a week in average) from the too many that appear in hep-ph/. 
no confusion between various authors having similar names;
updated citations;
updated publication info;
No more anonymous peer review as a prerequiste to socially accepted publishing. This 
definitely has slowed down progress in HEP research in the past. 
No, finding and reading a scientific  article is not like doing so for a movie
Not being seen as an insitutional war between large labs., or a project to end all others.  When 
we have a system which is widely used, we should not go all out to invent something different.  
In my opinion, this could be seen as exactly what happened with CERN's CDS vs. SIRES.  (And 
I don't work at SLAC, just think their system works so much better.)
not only a well designed interface to humans but also to programs I run locally and which I 
write to perform individual goals.
not only access to data but also access to correlations of uncertainties - without correlation 
information no interpretation is possible



off-line capability=automatic download of latest preprints to laptops (assuming that hard 
drives will be another order of magnitude greater)
Often published articles are reviewed with respect to the original web submission, and it could 
be useful to always update them.
A suggestion in this direction is that when SPIRES acknowledges the publication of a paper, 
automatically sends an email asking the corresponding author if she/he has updated the 
revised version on line.
Old papers archive with free access.
Old papers.... sorry!
Once more: access to back files of outstanding papers which are not accessible at present 
(e.g. papers in Nuclear Physics B or GRG Journal or Phys. Reports)
One of the main lacks of the present information systems is that once one finds a particular 
article/preprint and is looking at it, it would be very useful to be able, by clicking to a 
reference to other papers/preprints, to obtain the full document.  There are some attemps 
presently but they are
online availability of seminars or talks in all physics departments around the world. This is very 
important since it would allow to spread the data much more quickly and easily. now I have to 
look on every dept. talk homepage to figure out in case of need.
on-line commentary about the articles on the arXiv.
Only use free generally available formats, no microsoft word, powerpoint.
open access
open access link, more info on proceedings texts
open access to all (!) papers of any publisher
Open access to pre-arXiv Elsevier publications (Nucl. Phys. B and Phys. Lett. B AND DATE 
BEFORE 1990)
Option to search text (as Google Scholar does) rather than just titles, abstracts, key words -- 
but it would be important to have this as an *option* that could be turned on or off
Overlaid virtual journals, as envisioned in RIOJA.
Perhaps easier to fix: Partial hits for e.g. mispelt surnames or the first part of a surname, 
variations on spellings (e.g. colour and color).
Perhaps this is covered by "Authoriing tools,"  but the thought occured to me while seeing that 
heading that it would be nice if the various LaTeX classes for publications were available, with 
short guidelines explaining the subtle differences in implementation between them.  

For example, I am accustomed to RevTex4, and there is available online a short document 
explaining this class.   Yet I had difficulty collecting all the class files needed for a JCAP style 
submission, and when I finally obtained all the class files I found markup commands such as 
those establishing a bibliography did not translate from RevTex4 to the JCAP class.  It would 
be convenient to have a centralized source for help with these matters.  
personal database of informations
personalisation: favourites, history of articles viewed by date etc
Personalization in the sense of article bookmarking. I think a specialized  del.icio.us-like web 
service for HEP information would be very useful. In fact I started authoring such a system but 
the project is stalled by now. It can for instance export bibliographies, bibtex files, and allow 
to do all the nifty things citebase can do. Articles can be organized by tagging them, most 
important, the (bookmarks) will be accessible thru web, so whereever we go, whichever 
computer we use, we can still access them. It can also bring together researchers working on 
similar subjects, since their bookmarks will overlap. 



Please consider the following:

- re-open EXT section;
- simplify the rapid-peer review procedure;
- allow viewers to post comment for a particular preprint/paper -- just like in online blog;
- don't judge a particular submitted preprint/paper from the email he/she is using.

Please, borrow from http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abstract_service.html
their data on citations!
Possibility of making more depth statistics analysis of publications, authors, topics, etc...
power point and word to pdf conversion
preprint interesting
Proper citation analysis
Proper citation report
Publication alerts for a given list of authors/subjects. In particular, I probably miss half of the 
things that might be of potential interest for me on the math arXive if they are crosslisted to 
the research areas I am following.
Quality of the information and the research work
Better anaysis of the refenciation, as it is it favors theoretical papers or "compilation papers".
Quick compilations on topic in question from various sources
Ranking and comments on everything, textbooks, reviews, An associative memory search 
scheme based on content and other relationships.

Explanatory reviews in the style of wikipedia.
rating/feedback
ready links both back to refenences and forward to new papers citing this one.

some kind of visible refereeing or commenting process

Reduce the number of citation errors.
Refereed material is important.

One should not be swamped by non-finalized research products etc.
Regarding the list above: Don't know what a linked presentation is.
relaible full-text search
remark about collaborative/authoring tools: I think these are very important, I'm just not how 
sure whether they're the remit of a scientific information service.

One (fairly minor) problem currently is sometimes accessing articles by a unique author: e.g. 
there are two people called "M. Dasgupta" with no easy way to distinguish them in searches. 
Additional info that allowed different people with the same name to be distinguished (e.g. 
review of articles with favorable citation analysis
Reviews of important  topics which have a long history of lack of resolution, and or consesus. 
The authors of such topics should be extremely objective, and  well informed .
robotic agents doing more and more of work for you
in data searching
getting rid of those nasty micropayments, as for example in IEEE Xplore and other systems 
RSS feed or staring up an own online reader for HEP,
Using google map to locate the source of article/s,
mailing lists,
chat forums to authorized users,



RSS feed, sophisticated programmable email alerts, community tags as in DEL.ICIO.US 
RSS feeds
advances searches on text

RSS feeds
Smart searches and notifications like Google Alerts
Seamless integration with a personal content system - ie. a Bibliography
and storage program.  The current best choice is Zotero - to copy a Citation and the 
associated paper to my own machine, organized as I like.
Currently both arXiv and SPIRES are supported on Zotero, but there are
many possible improvements that could be made.  
Search for entire phrases inside the text. 
search within the full text. also, one should be able to search for
mathematical symbols.

searche on mathematical symbols, particle names
Searches that allow for certain commonly appearing terminology.  Examples: N=1, SU(4), 
\Upsilon.
Searching on the GRID system
self-correcting citations
should teach how to write mathamatical terms in paper to newcommers .
simple and clever extended searching is very important
Simplicity - very likely that future systems will become eye-candy, and unusable.
simplicity, academic aspect beeing dominant
Since I am note sure you mean what I mean, let me be explicit.....I very much want ways to 
maintain a bibliography database.  Is that part of what you mean by authoring tools?
Slightly more accurate search.
Some better way of handling formulae in titles to make them more search-friendly. 
Some capability to preview papers that don't have full texts available, e.g. old nucl phys b... 
would save many trips to the library.
Some sort of garbage filtering system.  I don't know how to implement it (especially since 
name brand institutions are not immune from publishing garbage), but it would be nice and a 
Something like RSS alerts for each specified subject might be interesting. Also it would be 
more important that a SPIRES-like portal site provides comments and trackbacks like a blog.
Something to incite authors to write better and more clearly. For instance, user-given marks. 
Sorting by relevance.  Sorting by citation count
Suggestion of references.
Sorting new submissions according to past impact of the authors or autors' institutions.
Speed and user-friendliness of Google.
Streaming video presentations would be nice. 

It would be great if for a given conference talk, you had access to links of the proceedings, the 
PDF of the talk, and perhaps the streaming video. 

sufficient redundancy, mirrors, backups to cope with virus attacks, power failures, loss of data 
etc.

summary of exciting  discoveries in other fields on a weekly basis
the ability to define projcts, within a personalised system, so that I can include in my projects 
all the bits and pieces of information I need
The ability to enter a particular decay and find its current accepted value and the appropriate 



The ability to find reviews quickly.
The ability to upload, access, and cross-reference files and data (e.g. model files for CalcHEP 
or MADGRAPH, or detector simulation programs like PGS). At this point, there are sites
that have been created by individuals to deal with a particular conference or a particular 
research program -- but there is not a site designed to provide for general use.

The abilty to submit a latex file from just the pdf output with at least double the file size.
The flexibility of Google combined with the content of the Spires database.
The obvious: quality of search, and there is really no competition at that point.
The one feature I would really like is an information tree, in which papers are very precisely 
categorized (such as is done with the Net Advance of Physics site). For example have 
categories like Physics:General Relativity:Black Holes:Information:...
so that I can find a few papers on a precise subject.
the possibility to display comments to a paper from other users.
the speed of searching.
The system works fine as it is. However, it would be great if there were some file sharing 
option, in the style of google documents, but with Latex capabilities, so that it is no longer 
necessary to email drafts to and fro between collaborators, The file could be checked in, out 
The whole journal refereeing process is intended to be a filter or to provide a stamp of 
approval as a service to authors (and readers) but also acts as a barrier if the journal is not 
easily available. Eventually, the present process must change, though I have few suggestions 
concerning how it should evolve other than it is important to maintain as free an access as 
There is a interesting problem of the relation of information systems with newspapers and TV.  
It seems to me that TV and newspapers are more important than the books,  articles and 
preprints in the databases. People prefer TV and newspapers.
This ideal HEP information system  must bear in mind
that most scientists from developping countries do not 
have access to international credit cards like visa or the
like and they lose time for an amount of 15$.
Is it possible to implicate diplomatic institutions
into the process of helping scientists go and jump
very stupid hurdles ?
This is pretty much all.
Tracking of my publications
Two comments:

1. It would be excellent if talks presented at conferences (slides, pdfs) 
           could be indexed, hopefully together with the articles based on the
             same material

2. Data is figures and tables is already available from Durham.  Some of this
         material is indexed by SPIRES.

3.  Searching in fields outside HEP is increasingly important.  This requires 
         collaboration with institutes outside HEP.

     At the moment, Google Scholar is my best source for condensed matter
           searches.  This is not the optimal situation.
Under authoring tools, some type of bibliography manager, like "Papers" for the Mac OS, but 
connecting to HEP archives instead of medical archives.



Unrestricted access. No password protection. No cookies. No registration. Just unrestricted 
access to all papers ever written. 

Use the fastest search engine available unless we can beat Google.
Come up with a html editor that supports writing equations in unicode. One can edit directly 
on the web.
Also a converter to convert documents from other formats to html (figures will appear as gif, 
jpg or png, text and equations as unicode).

One format -- html
One search engine -- Google
One reader -- internet browser
user friendliness
Visualization of similarities and difference in a set of publications. Automatic retrieval of similar 
voice interface
Voice searches
What I always suffer is that I am not informed what is the coverage of the information system 
= searching engine. I would like to know, when I do not find the information, if that particular 
information is what I am not supposed to find in the system, or I cannot find because my 
searching criteria or the usage of the searching engine is wrong. I think the reason why people 
use Google is that (1) the coverage is large enough and (2) the searching method is simple so 
that we do not worry about the above mentioned point. For a special database like Spires, 
CDS, etc. one should not expect that it covers everything in the world, but one would expect 
that a certain category of information, such as all the HEP articles and preprint, should be 
found in the system. 
For example, what I miss on the CDS frontpage is what is inside the database. It says 730895 
articles and preprints - but from which year? Are they complete for all important journals or 
Would like to categorize papers in an (useful) organized way in order to move away from a 
paper-filing system
XML interface to the metadata stored in the database.

I don't think the current trend of doing everything in the web browser is a particularly good 
idea.  I'd rather have specialized browser for the HEP related info.  

If you provide some XML interface it wouldn't be so difficult to write a standalone app 
somewhat like iTunes, which gathers online info on HEP and also helps manage my pdfs of 
downloaded articles.  You can also easily write a macro, using the XML interface, which 
automatically inserts correct citation obtained from CDS/SPIRES to the TeX draft you're 
working on, 
not by laborious and manual cut-and-paste.

In entry Add.1 of this poll, you suggest of infomation system which keeps baskets, recent 
searches, personalization etc, but I don't think it as a job you need to do !  If you publish a 
Yearly (or biyearly) evaluation ot true achievemnts in physics by a panel of truly established 
phycisist, preferably ones whose work has withstood the test of time (of the order of, circa 
three years). In theoretical Hpysics, for example, such people could come out of a pool of 
physicists of the calliber of K. Wilson, 'tHooft, Polyakov, Witten, Susskind, Weinberg, Lipatov. 
The list is, of course, not exhaustive, it just gives an idea. The point is that as a community 



Yes - about what I've stated above. Generally, a system WITHIN a collaboration, where you 
with every analysis start a document (near empty to begin with), stating only editors, subject, 
and keywords, which then developes with the analysis. These documents are visible to 
everyone within the collaboration, and one can thus track and follow progress through the 
versions.
If I'm working in a subfield e.g. SuSy, then I can get all articles on SuSy listed (which should 
be a limited number, say 10-100), see their progress since last time I looked, and further my 
search to those using the TRT subdetector.
My own pet analysis would have a document (and an associated HyperNews), where 
collaborators and reviewers and I discussed the status and what to be done.
Yes, I would be able to classify and annotate the papers to my desire.  Additionally there 
would be another 'references' section that indicated papers that the authors have actually read 
and used to construct the paper rather than just have a list of informational references.  These 
could be noted as well indicating what information is presented well.  Further more, the 
current use of references could be offloaded onto the database.
Yes, please add which articles were eventually accepted for publication in a peer-reviewed 
journal. Maybe there are btter criteria for reliability but this is the only one I can think of.


